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Today’s Session

Who is in the room?

1.Literature reviews
a. UTSC Library resources
b. AI tools
c. Citation managers

1. Improving your writing
a. Best practices
b. UTSC writing centre
c. AI tools - ChatGPT 

i. Writing good prompts



1.Literature 
Reviews



UofT Library - Databases



UofT Library - Research Guides 
A Guide to Comprehensive Searching



Citation Managers 



AI Research Apps 

• search optimization for 
sources (by like-sources)

• quick-view and summarize 
key points in sources, 
perma-links to full source

• collecting and organizing 
source lists

• export bibliographies
• brainstorm research question
• refine search terms
• and more!



• search genealogically for 
sources (by author’s citations & 
author’s friends/collaborators)

• quick-view of and perma-links to 
full source

• collecting and organizing source 
lists

• export bibliographies
• visualize how sources fit 

together (who is speaking with 
who)



Resource 
Page
Toolkit for social science research 

projects and papers

Researching

UofT Libraries - Databases*
Elicit, 

Research Rabbit, 
Google Scholar

Note-keeping/mapping OneNote, 
MindNode

Citation Manager

Zotero,
Mendeley,
Refworks,
Endnotes



2. Improving Your 
Writing



Writing strategies?
The writing process

• Pre-writing (brainstorming, outlining, planning your writing)

• Drafting sections (thesis, intros and conclusions, effective 

paragraphs, argument techniques eg comparing)

• Incorporating sources (note-taking effectively, 

summarizing, paraphrasing, quotation)

• Revising (reverse outlining, editing, proofreading)

A series of decisions from finding 

your focus, to choosing sources, to 

making and organizing arguments.



UTSC Writing Support

etc etc

• er

https://q.utoronto.ca/courses/264288/pages/writing-support-resources 

https://q.utoronto.ca/courses/264288/pages/writing-support-resources


Writing with AI assistance?
A note of caution: AI Bias, Accuracy, & Privacy

• All LLM’s have potential for bias via their training and human intervention
• LLMs don’t have real “understanding”, but fill in what they think comes next based on 

their training (predictive models)
• Humans build and use the tool: “garbage in, garbage out”

– Biases in the training data = biases in the outputs 
– Vague prompts = vague and over-generalized answers
– Plausible-sounding info is NOT synonymous with factual or accurate info 

• Also can produce plausible sounding info: Don’t trust it’s output at face value (needs to 
be verified/ critically evaluated)

• Do not share anything with LLM’s you want to keep private



WRITING GOOD PROMPTS
Turns out having an AI assistant work effectively for you requires you to master skills like 
planning, writing, editing, and critical thinking! 

• 1) Planning: your ‘use case’
– What is your goal or need? (eg. revision for grammar, brainstorming questions)
– What is the specific process that you’re trying to automate (consider your role)?

• Check: is automating this process going to meet your need/goal? Break it 
down. (eg. turn this critique into a research question, revise questions)

• 2) Writing: best practices
– Assign a role to the bot based on your need and the process you want it to automate
– Review guides for writing good prompts & what can be automated

• 3) Editing and critical thinking:
– A role/persona as ‘an expert’ = a functional tool, NOT the same as a human expert
– Output is designed to sound good and use cogent grammar, but often superficial and 

NOT necessarily accurate or well-reasoned. 
– You must think what kind of input is appropriate for the desired output, review and 

fact check, and constantly revise processes!

https://learnprompting.org/docs/intro


EG #1: 
finished, 
reasoned 
idea

Detailed 
prompt 
with
guardrail







EG #2: 
Unfinished 
thought

BUT, I’ve 
prompted it 
to not 
change or 
add new 
meaning

BUT, are terms 
well-explained 
for a human 
audience? 



Not clear, needs added context & explanation. AI 
can only string together words - makes sense 
formally, but doesn’t have reference to substance.
= Back to drafting…



KEY TAKE-AWAYS

- AI writing assistance is a limited tool that, if used, should be incorporated carefully 
into existing writing processes, eg. pre-writing, outlining, revising

- You use the tool in your workflow, the tool shouldn’t complete your work for you 
- Be mindful of academic integrity policies and use with the permissions of your 

supervisor (be transparent about how you’re using it)


